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True Comfort - Kristin Cavallari 2020-09-29
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The TV star and author of True Roots shares 130+ of her favorite
recipes for healthy, natural, wholesome comfort food in this essential cookbook. “Kristin’s family-friendly,
decadently ‘health-ified’ recipes will have you reliving favorite memories and making delicious new ones
bite after bite!”—Daphne Oz, Emmy Award-winning television host and bestselling author NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY DELISH Over the past few years, Kristin Cavallari has become
known for the healthy recipes she cooks at home for her family. In her bestselling cookbook, True Roots,
she shared the recipes that keep her motivated and inspired and in turn challenged fans to cook more
meals at home and live a healthier lifestyle. Now, in True Comfort, Kristin turns her attention to some of the
most-requested dishes that are hardest to find: healthy comfort food. True Comfort features her favorite
recipes for cozy breakfasts (Apple Pecan Dutch Baby, Espresso Overnight Oats, and Sweet Potato Toast),
lunches (Roasted Cauliflower Tartine, Nashville Hot Chicken Salad Cups, and Butternut Squash and Leek
Chowder) and dinners (Red-Wine Braised Short Ribs, Oat Crust Chicken Pot Pie, and Saffron Seafood
Cioppino) plus desserts (Orange Olive Oil Cake and Dark Chocolate Peppermint Silk Pie) and drinks
(Cashew Eggnog and Rosemary Charcoal Latte). With tips and tricks to put together a well-stocked pantry,
fridge, and freezer, this book goes beyond the traditional cookbook to help readers feel more like Kristin in
the kitchen.
Cooking at Home - David Chang 2021-10-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The founder of Momofuku cooks at home . . . and that means mostly
ignoring recipes, using tools like the microwave, and taking inspiration from his mom to get a great dinner
done fast. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TASTE OF HOME David Chang
came up as a chef in kitchens where you had to do everything the hard way. But his mother, one of the best
cooks he knows, never cooked like that. Nor did food writer Priya Krishna’s mom. So Dave and Priya set out
to think through the smartest, fastest, least meticulous, most delicious, absolutely imperfect ways to cook.
From figuring out the best ways to use frozen vegetables to learning when to ditch recipes and just taste
and adjust your way to a terrific meal no matter what, this is Dave’s guide to substituting, adapting,
shortcutting, and sandbagging—like parcooking chicken in a microwave before blasting it with flavor in a
four-minute stir-fry or a ten-minute stew. It’s all about how to think like a chef . . . who’s learned to stop
thinking like a chef.
Dave's Dinners - Dave Lieberman 2006-09-27
The charismatic rising Food Network star returns with his second cookbook Dave Lieberman's boy-nextdoor charm and impressive kitchen chops have made him a favorite with Food Network fans. Now, in his
second cookbook, he offers recipes that will satisfy even the busiest of families. Here is the perfect easy-tofollow guide for anyone interested in cooking affordable and delicious dinners. With dishes like . . . -Orange
and Five-Spice Roasted Chicken with Sweet Potato Smash -Twisted Pasta with Browned Butter, Sage, and
Walnuts -Red-Wine Pot Roast with Honey and Thyme -Chocolate Guinness Cupcakes Dave shows how to
make the most of every ingredient while minimizing costs, intensifying the joy of bringing a good meal to
family and friends.
Vinyl Cafe Diaries - Stuart McLean 2009-09-29
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In Vinyl Cafe Diaries, master storyteller and humorist Stuart McLean takes us into the deepest recesses of
The Vinyl Cafe. Learn all about the secret lives and hidden passions of the seemingly ordinary folk from the
radio show. What is Dave doing by himself in a Halifax hotel room with a duck? What purloined item has
Sam surreptitiously stuffed under his mattress and why? What is it about the book club that Mary
Turlington doesn't dare tell Morley? Why is Morley skulking around with a man named Frank on the eve of
her fortieth birthday? What grisly secret is Stephanie hiding in her father's picnic cooler? Why in the name
of decency is Morley parading around in Stephanie's clothes? What are in the mysterious brown-paper
packages that Sam is receiving in the mail? And why is Dave wearing that awful Grateful Dead T-shirt?
Vinyl Cafe Diaries exposes the answers to these urgent questions in twenty never-before-told (well, okay,
told on the radio) stories of strange secrets, odd dreams, high hopes and, of course, hilarious adventures.
Home from the Vinyl Cafe - Stuart McLean 2010-06-15
Welcome to the world of the Vinyl Cafe. Meet Dave, the proud owner of the world's smallest record store.
Meet his pal, Kenny Wong, who runs Wong's Scottish Meat Pies. Meet Dave's wife and their children.
Watch while they all bump and stumble through a hilarious year of mistakes, miscues, misunderstandings,
and muddle. The adventures begin in December with Dave's disastrous yet inspired attempts to cook the
family turkey. And they move through the seasons to the following Christmas's fiasco, when Dave
accidentally spikes the kids' punch bowl at his neighbor's Christmas soiree. Home from the Vinyl Cafe also
explores the tender awkwardness of first love, the challenges presented by a dying guinea pig, and the
answer to the question of why a teenager would rather eat vegetables and clean his room than go on a
family vacation. Whether it's the mystery of sending kids to camp, the dangers of putting up Christmas
lights, or the potential for mayhem at the grocery store, in the hands of humorist and master storyteller
Stuart McLean the chaotic melody of daily life is underscored by the harmonious sounds of family, friends,
and neighbors. Warm, witty, and moving, these stories will walk right into your life and make themselves at
home.
Rodney Scott's World of BBQ - Rodney Scott 2021-03-16
In the first cookbook by a Black pitmaster, James Beard Award–winning chef Rodney Scott celebrates an
incredible culinary legacy through his life story, family traditions, and unmatched dedication to his craft.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME OUT AND TASTE OF HOME • “BBQ is
such an important part of African American history, and no one is better at BBQ than Rodney.”—Marcus
Samuelsson, chef and restaurateur Rodney Scott was born with barbecue in his blood. He cooked his first
whole hog, a specialty of South Carolina barbecue, when he was just eleven years old. At the time, he was
cooking at Scott's Bar-B-Q, his family's barbecue spot in Hemingway, South Carolina. Now, four decades
later, he owns one of the country's most awarded and talked-about barbecue joints, Rodney Scott's Whole
Hog BBQ in Charleston. In this cookbook, co-written by award-winning writer Lolis Eric Elie, Rodney spills
what makes his pit-smoked turkey, barbecued spare ribs, smoked chicken wings, hush puppies, Ella's
Banana Puddin', and award-winning whole hog so special. Moreover, his recipes make it possible to achieve
these special flavors yourself, whether you're a barbecue pro or a novice. From the ins and outs of building
your own pit to poignant essays on South Carolinian foodways and traditions, this stunningly photographed
cookbook is the ultimate barbecue reference. It is also a powerful work of storytelling. In this modern
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American success story, Rodney details how he made his way from the small town where he worked for his
father in the tobacco fields and in the smokehouse, to the sacrifices he made to grow his family's business,
and the tough decisions he made to venture out on his own in Charleston. Rodney Scott's World of BBQ is
an uplifting story that speaks to how hope, hard work, and a whole lot of optimism built a rich celebration
of his heritage—and of unforgettable barbecue.
Good and Cheap - Leanne Brown 2015-07-14
A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook filled with delicious, healthful recipes created for everyone on a
tight budget. While studying food policy as a master’s candidate at NYU, Leanne Brown asked a simple yet
critical question: How well can a person eat on the $4 a day given by SNAP, the U.S. government’s
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program informally known as food stamps? The answer is surprisingly
well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled Pork, Green Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable
Jambalaya, Beet and Chickpea Salad—even desserts like Coconut Chocolate Cookies and Peach Coffee
Cake. In addition to creating nutritious recipes that maximize every ingredient and use economical cooking
methods, Ms. Brown gives tips on shopping; on creating pantry basics; on mastering certain staples—pizza
dough, flour tortillas—and saucy extras that make everything taste better, like spice oil and tzatziki; and
how to make fundamentally smart, healthful food choices. The idea for Good and Cheap is already proving
itself. The author launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and fund the buy one/give one model.
Hundreds of thousands of viewers watched her video and donated $145,000, and national media are paying
attention. Even high-profile chefs and food writers have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted the
link to the campaign; Francis Lam, who called it “Terrific!”; and Michael Pollan, who cited it as a “cool
kickstarter.” In the same way that TOMS turned inexpensive, stylish shoes into a larger do-good movement,
Good and Cheap is poised to become a cookbook that every food lover with a conscience will embrace.
The 4-hour Chef - Timothy Ferriss 2012
Presents a practical but unusual guide to mastering food and cooking featuring recipes and cooking tricks
from world-renowned chefs.
The New Sultan - Soner Cagaptay 2017-04-30
In a world of rising tensions between Russia and the United States, the Middle East and Europe, Sunnis and
Shiites, Islamism and liberalism, Turkey is at the epicentre. And at the heart of Turkey is its right-wing
populist president, Recep Tayyip Erdo?an. Since 2002, Erdo?an has consolidated his hold on domestic
politics while using military and diplomatic means to solidify Turkey as a regional power. His crackdown
has been brutal and consistent - scores of journalists arrested, academics officially banned from leaving the
country, university deans fired and many of the highest-ranking military officers arrested. In some senses,
the nefarious and failed 2016 coup has given Erdo?an the licence to make good on his repeated promise to
bring order and stability under a 'strongman'. Here, leading Turkish expert Soner Cagaptay will look at
Erdo?an's roots in Turkish history, what he believes in and how he has cemented his rule, as well as what
this means for the world. The book will also unpick the 'threats' Erdogan has worked to combat - from the
liberal Turks to the Gulen movement, from coup plotters to Kurdish nationalists - all of which have
culminated in the crisis of modern Turkey.
Vinyl Cafe Turns the Page - Stuart McLean 2015-10-06
A wonderful collection of Vinyl Cafe stories, from the inimitable Stuart McLean, featuring a worldlier and
wiser Dave and Morley Dave and Morley are growing older, Steph and Sam are growing up. Moving out
and moving on. Dave and Morley's marriage has mellowed and deepened like a fine wine, Sam has
developed a palate for girls and Gruyere, and Steph's found happiness with an artist who photographs
roadkill. Everyone's growing wiser and worldlier--well, almost everyone. Yes, Dave still has trouble with the
automatic car wash, defibrillators, and hot yoga, but he's come to appreciate Mary Turlington, and that's
saying quite a bit. In this brand new collection of Vinyl Cafe stories, the more things change, the more
things stay the same...
Brilliant Food Tips and Cooking Tricks - David Joachim 2001-07-13
Come meet your new best friend in the kitchen. Introducing the big book of home-cooking secrets, fabulous
food tips, simple solutions, and recipes to rave about! Whether you cook a little or a lot, plain or fancy,
healthy or hearty, for your family or just for fun, this is the one book that does it all--faster and easier than
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you ever dreamed! Find out how to choose the juiciest oranges, perk up limp asparagus, chop an onion with
no tears, grill a steak to juicy perfection, rescue any oversalted dish, and crack an egg with one hand. Or, if
you're simply tired of the same old meals night after night, discover hundreds of easy recipes that put
great-tasting food on your table fast. With this book, you can cook anything with skill, confidence, and
pleasure--from a moist, juicy Thanksgiving turkey to a healthy chocolate-banana cream pie to your family's
favorite chili with a delicious new twist. Brilliant Food Tips and Cooking Tricks is the book to keep by your
side whenever you cook. It's your silent partner, your creative inspiration, and your cooking emergency
hotline all rolled into one! This indispensable kitchen companion contains all the practical, down-to-earth
cooking wisdom that you will ever need. Learn quick new tricks and clever trade secrets. Discover dozens
of recipe rescues. Put a new spin on tried-and-true dishes. Most of all, learn how to cook faster, cook
smarter, and have more fun in the kitchen. You'll find the following special features and many more in this
extraordinary book: * Over 5,000 brilliant tips on buying, storing, and preparing food; boosting flavor;
cooking healthfully; saving time; rescuing failed recipes; and much more * More than 900 simple, greattasting recipes for home cooks * Over 200 helpful boxes such as "How Baking Works" and "Four Ways to
Flavor Pork Tenderloin" * 170 step-by-step illustrations that teach you timesaving techniques * More than
150 fascinating food facts and household hints * Over 25 useful charts and tables with emergency
substitutions, metric conversions, a guide to pan sizes, and much more * The combined experience of five
top cooking experts * Easy-to-use, find-it-fast format
Christmas at the Vinyl Cafe - Stuart McLean 2017-10-31
Come share Christmas with your friends at the Vinyl Cafe Christmas has always been a special time at the
Vinyl Cafe. For two decades, Stuart McLean travelled across the country every December with The Vinyl
Cafe Christmas tour, bringing the gift of laughter and light during the darkest days of the year. The
hilarious world of Dave and Morley was even more real—more vibrant—during the holidays. For many, the
Vinyl Cafe Christmas stories became beloved family traditions. Now, for the first time, they have been
brought together in this special collection—including the classic "Dave Cooks the Turkey," as well as five
new, never before published Christmas stories. From mishaps with the Turlingtons and the tale of a young
Dave's first holiday disaster to the surprising "Christmas Ferret" and the touching sign off in "The
Christmas Card," these wonderful new stories will delight for years to come. Brimming with charm and
humour (often at Dave's expense), these twelve stories entertain on every page, reminding us what the
holidays are all about.
Cooking with the Wolfman - David Wolfman 2017-10-07
While there were major variations from region to region and from season to season, in general, the
traditional diets of Indigenous peoples of North America were remarkably healthy--high in protein and
nutrients, low in salt, sugar and nearly without refined carbohydrates, featuring large and small game,
waterfowl, eggs, fish and seafood, tubers, berries, tree roots, grasses, seeds and cultivated food crops. As a
classically trained chef of First Nations heritage, David Wolfman has a passion for bringing these
traditional food sources together with European cooking techniques. In Cooking with the Wolfman, he and
his wife, Marlene, share recipes gathered from David's career as a caterer, culinary professor and host of a
popular cooking show, as well as a few family favourites, like an updated version of Marlene's greatgrandmother's recipe for pemmican. Covering everything from the origin of bannock to the finer points of
filleting a fish, Cooking with the Wolfman is accessible to readers of every culinary skill level, with step-bystep instructions and charts covering the fundamentals of cooking, from knife handling techniques,
choosing cuts of meat and making stocks and sauces to home smoking. From foodies who want to try locally
foraged ingredients to Indigenous cooks looking for new ways to enjoy familiar traditional foods, David
Wolfman's easy-to-follow recipes make Indigenous Fusion available to everyone. With over one hundred
recipes including Buffalo Egg Rolls with Mango Strawberry Dip, Buttery Bourbon Hot-Smoked Oysters,
Slow-Cooked Ginger Caribou Shanks, and Blackened Sea Scallops with Cream of Pumpkin as well as
beautiful colour photographs, Cooking with the Wolfman will inspire readers to bring more traditional foods
into their kitchens.
The Simple Bites Kitchen - Aimee Wimbush-Bourque 2017-10-03
National Winner for Gourmand World Cookbook Awards 2017 - Family Books Winner of the 2018 Taste
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Canada Awards - General Cookbooks, Silver Delicious, wholesome family-friendly recipes from the creator
of the award-winning Simple Bites blog Toasty warm in the winter and cool in the summer, Aimée’s
comfortable kitchen is a place where the family gathers, cooks together, and celebrates everyday life. In
The Simple Bites Kitchen, she brings her love of whole foods to the table and shares heart-warming kitchen
stories and recipes that are nutritious, fairly simple to make, and utterly delicious. Aimée knows the
challenges that come with feeding a family and tackles them head on by providing lunchbox inspiration,
supper solutions and healthy snack options. Aimée’s collection of 100 wholesome recipes draws on her
experience as a mom and a seasoned cook and is brimming with fresh ingredients and simple instructions
so that you can cook with confidence knowing you’re providing your family with healthy and great-tasting
meals. You and your family will enjoy recipes from Overnight Spiced Stollen Swirl Buns and Maple-Roasted
Pears with Granola for breakfast, Tequila-Lime Barbecue Chicken and Strawberry Rhubarb Pie for a fresh
air feast, garden-inspired recipes like Harvest Corn Chowder and Lentil Cottage Pie with Rutabaga Mash,
and family dinner favourites like Roast Chicken with Bay Leaf and Barley and Cranberry-Glazed Turkey
Meatloaf with Baked Sweet Potatoes. Filled with beautiful photography, The Simple Bites Kitchen also
includes recipes to keep your preserves pantry well-stocked all year, tips, simple tutorials and inspiration
and ideas for homespun hospitality.
The Bulletproof Diet - Dave Asprey 2014-12-02
In his mid-twenties, Dave Asprey was a successful Silicon Valley multimillionaire. He also weighed 300
pounds, despite the fact that he was doing what doctors recommended: eating 1,800 calories a day and
working out 90 minutes a day, six times a week. When his excess fat started causing brain fog and food
cravings sapped his energy and willpower, Asprey turned to the same hacking techniques that made his
fortune to "hack" his own biology, investing more than $300,000 and 15 years to uncover what was
hindering his energy, performance, appearance, and happiness. From private brain EEG facilities to remote
monasteries in Tibet, through radioactive brain scans, blood chemistry work, nervous system testing, and
more, he explored traditional and alternative technologies to reach his physical and mental prime. The
result? The Bulletproof Diet, an anti-inflammatory program for hunger-free, rapid weight loss and peak
performance. The Bulletproof Diet will challenge—and change—the way you think about weight loss and
wellness. You will skip breakfast, stop counting calories, eat high levels of healthy saturated fat, work out
and sleep less, and add smart supplements. In doing so, you'll gain energy, build lean muscle, and watch
the pounds melt off. By ditching traditional "diet" thinking, Asprey went from being overweight and sick in
his twenties to maintaining a 100-pound weight loss, increasing his IQ, and feeling better than ever in his
forties. The Bulletproof Diet is your blueprint to a better life.
Dave Cooks the Turkey - Stuart McLean 2005
Hapless Dave is at it again, promising his beloved wife Morley that he will take care of the Christmas
turkey while she takes the kids to work at the food bank. Dave fails to realize quite what's involved, and the
result is a Homeresque struggle to beat all the odds and somehow get an unappetizing, frozen, and slightly
scarred bird home and roasted in time for Christmas dinner--before Morley cooks Dave's goose.
Vinyl Cafe Unplugged - Stuart McLean 2009-12-01
Bestselling author and radio storytelling sensation Stuart McLean revisits the heartwarming and hilarious
friends from his iconic Vinyl Cafe. Dave and his wife Morley would no doubt tell you that life is what you
make it. Unfortunately for them, that means a compilation tape of mistakes, miscues, misunderstandings,
and muddle. That's not to say that there is anything particularly unusual about the family and friends at the
Vinyl Cafe. After all, who wouldn't try to toilet-train a cat? Who hasn't started a small home fix-it job only to
set fire to the walls? Created mass hysteria at a school concert? Lost an aging relative while visiting our
nation's capital? Vinyl Cafe Unplugged is a warm and delightful collection of stories following the common
foibles and everyday absurdities of family life.
Christmas at the Vinyl Cafe - Stuart McLean 2019-10-29
Including five new, never before published Christmas stories and the classic "Dave Cooks the Turkey," this
special collection from the Vinyl Cafe is Stuart McLean at his finest. Christmas has always been a special
time at the Vinyl Cafe. For two decades, Stuart McLean travelled across the country every December with
The Vinyl Cafe Christmas tour, bringing the gift of laughter and light during the darkest days of the year.
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The hilarious world of Dave and Morley was even more real--more vibrant--during the holidays. For many,
the Vinyl Cafe Christmas stories became beloved family traditions. From mishaps with the Turlingtons and
the tale of a young Dave's first holiday disaster to the surprising "Christmas Ferret" and the touching signoff in "The Christmas Card," these wonderful new stories will delight for years to come. Brimming with
charm and humour (often at Dave's expense), these twelve stories entertain on every page, reminding us
what the holidays are all about.
EGGin' - David Rose 2021-12-21
Let celebrated Chef David Rose show you how easy it is to use the Big Green Egg, the most versatile,
outdoor cooker of all time. It does more than just grilling, it’s EGGin’! Chef David Rose applies his signature
cooking style to grilling, smoking, roasting, and baking on the Big Green Egg. From apps, to veggies,
entrees, sweet treats, and even smoked cocktails; the entire meal will be prepared on the EGG. Renowned
Chef and TV personality David Rose uses his cooking expertise to elevate meals made with the EGG as
never seen before. Enjoy delicious recipes that reflect David's Jamaican heritage and classic French
culinary training, as well as his Southern inspiration in dishes such as: Chili Grilled Lamb Chops with
Mango Chutney Afro-Asian Oxtails Smoked Chicken Chili with Bacon Cheddar Cornbread Bourbon-Ginger
Pecan Pie and many more!
Well Fed 2 - Melissa Joulwan 2013-10-22
Well Fed 2: More Paleo Recipes For People Who Love To Eat is the follow-up to the deliciously popular Well
Fed — by “The Clothes Make The Girl” blogger Melissa Joulwan — and it's packed with even more
internationally-inspired recipes, mouth-watering photos, and easy meal ideas. Well Fed 2 proves that the
Paleo diet — too often defined by what you give up — is really about what you gain: good health, a light
heart, and memorable meals to share with the people you love.
Killtopia - Dave Cook 2019-10-14
Killtopia is set in future Japan, and follows a salvage hunter called Shinji and his robot sidekick, Crash.
Japan's about to get WRECKED! The bounty on Crash's head has gone public, and Killtopia's deadliest
Mech hunters are ready to collect. Leading the charge is King Kaiju; a mechanised corporate mascot of
death, who belongs to the evil Kaiju Cola Mega-Corporation. There's just one problem: the world's greatest
Wrecker - Stiletto - has gotten to Crash first. Their explosive showdown sends Stiletto's peak celebrity
status into a flaming tailspin that threatens to change Japan forever. Meanwhile: Rookie Wrecker Shinji and
his sister Omi have been blackmailed by crazy Yakuza crime lord Saitoh. He 's given them 24- hours to find
Crash and deliver him to his gang, or he'll kill them both. Together with underground hacker group
Koshiro-23, our heroes plan a dangerous heist to save Crash from Stiletto's clutches. The explosive battle
for Crash has begun. Who will get to him first, and what do they plan to do with him? Whatever happens,
it's going to tear Japan a new asshole.
Pheasant, Quail, Cottontail - Hank Shaw 2018-03-23
A comprehensive, lushly illustrated cookbook devoted to preparing and cooking upland birds and small
game, both wild and domesticated, from the author of the award-winning website Hunter Angler Gardener
Cook. Game birds have always held a high place at the table, whether it's a hunter's prize of roast grouse or
the turkey we all eat at Thanksgiving. Pheasants, quail, rabbits, doves, grouse and more - these are singular
species with grand culinary traditions that offer the cook an unmatched range of flavors. Many cooks fear
the fowl, however. Lean and athletic, game birds, rabbits and hares can dry out in a hurry. Pheasant, Quail,
Cottontail shows you how to cook small game like a pro: perfectly crisp skin over tender breast meat, meltin-your-mouth braises and confit, stews, sausages, and more. Hank Shaw, an award-winning food writer,
hunter, and cook at the forefront of the wild-to-table revolution, provides all you need to know about
obtaining, cleaning, and cooking birds ranging from quail to pheasant, turkey to dove and beyond.
Pheasant, Quail, Cottontail also covers a range of small game animals such as rabbits, hares and squirrels.
You'll find detailed information on how best to treat these various species in the kitchen, how to select them
in the market, as well as how to pluck, clean and hang wild birds. Shaw's global yet approachable recipes
include basics such as Roast Pheasant and Buttermilk Fried Rabbit; international classics like Tuscan Hare
Ragu, French Rabbit a la Moutarde, Mexican Turkey Tamales with Pumpkin, and General Tso's Pheasant;
as well as unique dishes such as Roast Woodcock Michigan. It also features an array of small game
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charcuterie, from fresh sausages to confit and terrines. The most comprehensive guide to preparing and
cooking upland birds and small game, whether domesticated or wild, Pheasant, Quail Cottontail will be a
valued companion for hunters as well as home cooks looking for new ways to cook store-bought turkey,
rabbit or quail.
Mosh Potatoes - Steve Seabury 2010-11-16
Divided into “Opening Acts” (appetizers), “Headliners” (entrees), and “Encores” (desserts), Mosh Potatoes
features 147 recipes that every rock ’n’ roll fan will want to devour—including some super-charged Spicy
Turkey Vegetable Chipotle Chili from Ron Thal of Guns N’ Roses, Orange Tequila Shrimp from Joey
Belladonna of Anthrax (complete with margarita instructions), Italian Spaghetti Sauce and Meatballs from
Zakk Wylde of Black Label Society (a homemade family dish), Krakatoa Surprise from Lemmy of Motörhead
(those who don’t really like surprises may want to keep a fire extinguisher handy), and Star Cookies from
Dave Ellefson of Megadeth. Mosh Potatoes comes with a monster serving of backstage stories and liner
notes, making this ideal for young headbangers, those who still maintain a viselike grip on the first Black
Sabbath album, and everyone who likes to eat.
The Vinyl Cafe Notebooks - Stuart McLean 2011-10-04
Selected from 15 years of radio-show archives and re-edited by the author, this wonderfully eclectic essay
collection gives a glimpse into the thoughtful mind at work behind "The Vinyl Cafe." From meditations on
peacekeeping to praise for the toothpick, "The Vinyl Cafe Notebooks" runs the gamut from considered
argument to light-hearted opinion. Whether McLean is visiting a forgotten corner of the Canadian Shield, a
big-city doughnut factory, or Sir John A. Macdonald's gravesite, his observations are absorbing,
unexpected, and original. With thought-provoking proposals about the world we live in and introductions to
the people he meets in his extensive travels across our country, "The Vinyl Cafe Notebooks" is informed by
McLean's intimate relationship with Canada and Canadians. Yet the collection is also an intriguing look at
the writer himself--his past, his present, and his vision of the future. Sometimes funny, often wise, and
always entertaining, "The Vinyl Cafe Notebooks" is sure to provide a wealth of reading pleasure that fans
will return to again and again.
COOKING LIGHT Mad Delicious - Schroeder, Keith 2016-07-15
2015 James Beard Foundation Book Award Winner for Focus on Health Discover the delicious science
behind healthy cooking! Too often, home cooks with good intentions sacrifice flavor and texture in an
attempt to make their favorite recipes healthier. Mad Delicious shows readers how to maximize flavor and
texture through 120 new recipes, witty and funny narrative, insight on the nature of ingredients, and a
fresh, innovative perspective on the science of cooking with illustrated explanations. The results are mad
delicious! Mad Delicious takes the kitchen science genre to the next level: It's not just about chemistry and
molecules. Schroeder teaches home cooks about the nature of ingredients, how to maximize texture and
flavor with clever cooking techniques (try steaming beef-then soaking it in wine sauce for the most tender
steak ever!), smooth moves in the kitchen for better work flow, and how all the sciences-geography,
meteorology, chemistry, physics, botany, biology, even human sociology and anthropology-can help home
cooks master the science of light cooking. Every recipe is a fun adventure in the kitchen resulting in mad
delicious eats: Learn how to cook pasta like risotto for a silky sauce and enjoy Toasted Penne with Chicken
Sausage. Other recipes include Lower East Side Brisket, Fish Sticks!, Cocoa-Crusted New York Strip,
Georgia Peanut Fried Chicken, Red Sauce Joint Hero Sandwiches, Spicy Crab Fried Rice, Tandoori Chicken,
and Bourbon Steamed Peaches.
Turkish Fire - Sevtap Yuce 2015-07-01
A celebration of the vibrant food, culture, and people of Turkey from passionate native chef Sevtap Yüce. Be
transported amongst the fiery, impassioned street- food culture of Istanbul and Ankara with this stunning
culinary journey through Sevtap Yüce’s homeland. With a focus on authentic street food and barbecue,
Turkish Fire captures the spirit of these cities and shows you how to re-create their moreish flavors in your
own kitchen. With 100 mouthwatering recipes for morning, noon, and night, Sevtap takes readers through
a local culinary day and brings to life the verve and adoration for food that the people of Turkey possess.
Jamie Oliver's Christmas Cookbook - Jamie Oliver 2017-10-10
Originally published: Canada: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd., 2016.
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Istanbul and Beyond - Robyn Eckhardt 2017
The most extensive and lushly photographed Turkish cookbook to date, by two internationally acclaimed
experts Standing at the crossroads between the Mediterranean, the Middle East, and Asia, Turkey boasts
astonishingly rich and diverse culinary traditions. Journalist Robyn Eckhardt and her husband,
photographer David Hagerman, have spent almost twenty years discovering the country's very best dishes.
Now they take readers on an unforgettable epicurean adventure, beginning in Istanbul, home to one of the
world's great fusion cuisines. From there, they journey to the lesser-known provinces, opening a vivid world
of flavors influenced by neighboring Syria, Iran, Iraq, Armenia, and Georgia. From village home cooks,
community bakers, caf chefs, farmers, and fishermen, they have assembled a broad, one-of-a-kind collection
of authentic, easy-to-follow recipes: "The Imam Fainted" Stuffed Eggplant; Pillowy Fingerprint Flatbread;
Pot-Roasted Chicken with Caramelized Onions; Stovetop Lamb Meatballs with Spice Butter; Artichoke
Ragout with Peas and Favas; Green Olive Salad with Pomegranate Molasses; Apple and Raisin Hand Pies.
Many of these have never before been published in English.
The Lost Kitchen - Erin French 2017-05-09
An evocative, gorgeous four-season look at cooking in Maine, with 100 recipes No one can bring small-town
America to life better than a native. Erin French grew up in Freedom, Maine (population 719), helping her
father at the griddle in his diner. An entirely self-taught cook who used cookbooks to form her culinary
education, she now helms her restaurant, The Lost Kitchen, in a historic mill in the same town, creating
meals that draw locals and visitors from around the world to a dining room that feels like an extension of
her home kitchen. The food has been called “brilliant in its simplicity and honesty” by Food & Wine, and it
is exactly this pure approach that makes Erin’s cooking so appealing—and so easy to embrace at home. This
stunning giftable package features a vellum jacket over a printed cover.
The Vinyl Cafe Celebrates - Stuart McLean 2021-10-12
NATIONAL BESTSELLER From Canada's much-missed, nationally bestselling storyteller, a must-have
collection featuring ten never-before-published stories and ten classic favourites, perfect for old fans and
Vinyl Cafe newcomers alike. From the unforgettable Christmas classic “Dave Cooks the Turkey” to the
tender tribute to ice-cream-loving, potato-sitting Arthur the dog in “Morte d’Arthur”; from the joys and
challenges of marriage in “The Canoe Trip” to the celebration of childhood adventure in “The Waterslide.”
From the beginning of life (the hilarious “Labour Pains”) to the end (the touching “Love Never Ends”) and
all the moments—big and small—in between, these stories remind us that there are occasions to celebrate
every day. For more than two decades, Stuart McLean entered the hearts and homes of Canadians via The
Vinyl Cafe radio show, his many tours across the country, and multiple nationally bestselling books. His
charming, humane, and side-splitting stories brought the trials and triumphs of Dave, Morley, Sam, and
Stephanie to life, and made their memorable circle of friends, family, and neighbours as real as our own.
This collection is both timely and timeless, a rich celebration of Stuart McLean's inimitable voice, and of the
importance of love, community, kindness, and the healing power of laughter.
Turkish Embassy Letters - Lady Mary Wortley Montagu 2015-06-18
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (15 May 1689 – 21 August 1762) was the wife of British Ambassador to the
Ottoman Empire, mainly remembered for her letters from Turkey and their insightful remarks on life in the
Muslim Orient.
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook - Deb Perelman 2012-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling cookbook author Deb
Perelman knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws
that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to
Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative, creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman
loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny
Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting
venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to her. Have you ever searched
for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start?
What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do spirit her
award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost
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entirely new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously
illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about
approachable, uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables:
asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These
are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who
wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield amazing results in a
minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking for a
crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect
side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut
Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.
The Vinyl Cafe Celebrates - Stuart McLean 2021-10-12
NATIONAL BESTSELLER From Canada's much-missed, nationally bestselling storyteller, a must-have
collection featuring ten never-before-published stories and ten classic favourites, perfect for old fans and
Vinyl Cafe newcomers alike. From the unforgettable Christmas classic “Dave Cooks the Turkey” to the
tender tribute to ice-cream-loving, potato-sitting Arthur the dog in “Morte d’Arthur”; from the joys and
challenges of marriage in “The Canoe Trip” to the celebration of childhood adventure in “The Waterslide.”
From the beginning of life (the hilarious “Labour Pains”) to the end (the touching “Love Never Ends”) and
all the moments—big and small—in between, these stories remind us that there are occasions to celebrate
every day. For more than two decades, Stuart McLean entered the hearts and homes of Canadians via The
Vinyl Cafe radio show, his many tours across the country, and multiple nationally bestselling books. His
charming, humane, and side-splitting stories brought the trials and triumphs of Dave, Morley, Sam, and
Stephanie to life, and made their memorable circle of friends, family, and neighbours as real as our own.
This collection is both timely and timeless, a rich celebration of Stuart McLean's inimitable voice, and of the
importance of love, community, kindness, and the healing power of laughter.
Soup - Derek Bissonnette 2018-10-16
“With Chef Derek Bissonnette in your kitchen you have casual, approachable, and electric cooking. Soups
will bring pure joy, warmth, and flavor to the table, and the beautiful photography will transport you to a
dream workplace.” – Daniel Boulud, Chef/Owner of The Dinex Go way beyond the basics with this gorgeous
chef’s compendium of delicious, satisfying soups and stews! Snap out of your same old soup and stew
recipe routine with hundreds of new and exciting takes on the classics—and some creative concoctions that
will surely become family favorites. Inspired by both his home state of Maine and global cuisines, Chef
Derek Bissonnette’s Soup features: - 300+ Easy-to-Follow Recipes that will guide you to remarkable results
- Mouth-Watering Photography and detailed illustrations that walk you through culinary tools and
techniques - Recipes for all Palates – it doesn’t matter if you’re an omnivore, gluten-free, vegetarian, or
vegan - Family-Friendly Recipes designed to be ready in 30 minutes or less - 20+ Chilled and Dessert Soups
- A Comprehensive History of Soup Whether you are planning a casual family dinner, or a formal dinner for
20—this cookbook will help elevate your meal from “Ho, hum,” to “HEY NOW!”
The Official High Times Cannabis Cookbook - Elise McDonough 2012-03-21
Presents recipes that feature cannabis as an ingredient, along with an introduction that covers topics such
as the difference between hemp and cannabis, the plant's potency when eaten, different strains, and its fat
content.
JOC All New Rev. - 1997 - Irma S. Rombauer 1997-11-05
Information on foods and cooking techniques accompanies recipes for hors d'oeuvres, soups, salads, main
dishes, side dishes, breads, pies, cookies, candies, and desserts
Meathead - Meathead Goldwyn 2016-05-17
New York Times Bestseller Named "22 Essential Cookbooks for Every Kitchen" by SeriousEats.com Named
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"25 Favorite Cookbooks of All Time" by Christopher Kimball Named "Best Cookbooks Of 2016" by Chicago
Tribune, BBC, Wired, Epicurious, Leite's Culinaria Named "100 Best Cookbooks of All Time" by Southern
Living Magazine For succulent results every time, nothing is more crucial than understanding the science
behind the interaction of food, fire, heat, and smoke. This is the definitive guide to the concepts, methods,
equipment, and accessories of barbecue and grilling. The founder and editor of the world's most popular
BBQ and grilling website, AmazingRibs.com, “Meathead” Goldwyn applies the latest research to backyard
cooking and 118 thoroughly tested recipes. He explains why dry brining is better than wet brining; how
marinades really work; why rubs shouldn't have salt in them; how heat and temperature differ; the
importance of digital thermometers; why searing doesn't seal in juices; how salt penetrates but spices
don't; when charcoal beats gas and when gas beats charcoal; how to calibrate and tune a grill or smoker;
how to keep fish from sticking; cooking with logs; the strengths and weaknesses of the new pellet cookers;
tricks for rotisserie cooking; why cooking whole animals is a bad idea, which grill grates are best;and why
beer-can chicken is a waste of good beer and nowhere close to the best way to cook a bird. He shatters the
myths that stand in the way of perfection. Busted misconceptions include: • Myth: Bring meat to room
temperature before cooking. Busted! Cold meat attracts smoke better. • Myth: Soak wood before using it.
Busted! Soaking produces smoke that doesn't taste as good as dry fast-burning wood. • Myth: Bone-in
steaks taste better. Busted! The calcium walls of bone have no taste and they just slow cooking. • Myth:
You should sear first, then cook. Busted! Actually, that overcooks the meat. Cooking at a low temperature
first and searing at the end produces evenly cooked meat. Lavishly designed with hundreds of illustrations
and full-color photos by the author, this book contains all the sure-fire recipes for traditional American
favorites and many more outside-the-box creations. You'll get recipes for all the great regional barbecue
sauces; rubs for meats and vegetables; Last Meal Ribs, Simon & Garfunkel Chicken; Schmancy Smoked
Salmon; The Ultimate Turkey; Texas Brisket; Perfect Pulled Pork; Sweet & Sour Pork with Mumbo Sauce;
Whole Hog; Steakhouse Steaks; Diner Burgers; Prime Rib; Brazilian Short Ribs; Rack Of Lamb Lollipops;
Huli-Huli Chicken; Smoked Trout Florida Mullet –Style; Baja Fish Tacos; Lobster, and many more.
Sous Vide for the Home Cook - Douglas E. Baldwin 2010-04-12
A primer on the sous vide cooking technique, including time and temperature tables and over 200 tested
and delicious recipes for cooking eggs, meat, fish, poultry, game, vegetables, fruits, and desserts.
Once Upon a Chef: Weeknight/Weekend - Jennifer Segal 2021-09-14
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • 70 quick-fix weeknight dinners and 30 luscious weekend recipes that
make every day taste extra special, no matter how much time you have to spend in the kitchen—from the
beloved bestselling author of Once Upon a Chef. “Jennifer’s recipes are healthy, approachable, and
creative. I literally want to make everything from this cookbook!”—Gina Homolka, author of The
Skinnytaste Cookbook Jennifer Segal, author of the blog and bestselling cookbook Once Upon a Chef, is
known for her foolproof, updated spins on everyday classics. Meticulously tested and crafted with an eye
toward both flavor and practicality, Jenn’s recipes hone in on exactly what you feel like making. Here she
devotes whole chapters to fan favorites, from Marvelous Meatballs to Chicken Winners, and Breakfast for
Dinner to Family Feasts. Whether you decide on sticky-sweet Barbecued Soy and Ginger Chicken Thighs;
an enlightened and healthy-ish take on Turkey, Spinach & Cheese Meatballs; Chorizo-Style Burgers; or
Brownie Pudding that comes together in under thirty minutes, Jenn has you covered.
The Hairy Bikers' Cookbook - Dave Myers 2006
With their zest for both adventure and food and their laugh-out-loud capacity for fun, the Hairy Bikers make
a very entertaining pair, travelling on their motorbikes to the ends of the earth in search of great meals to
bring home to their friends. The journeys are exciting, the locations and people are fascinating and the food
is delicious and unpredictable - often caught by the boys and then prepared and cooked by the side of a
river, on a boat or on the beach. Funny, endearing and down-to-earth, they will very easily find a place in
the nation's hearts.
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